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At the luxurious Roarke Palace Hotel, a maid walks into suite 4602 for the nightly turndown - and

steps into her worst nightmare. A killer leaves her dead, strangled by a thin silver wire.

HeÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Sly Yost, a virtuoso of music and murder. A hit man for the elite. Lieutenant Eve

Dallas knows him well. But in this twisted case, knowing the killer doesnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t help solve the

crime. Because thereÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s someone else involved. Someone with a more personal motive.

And Eve must face a terrifying possibility - that the real target may, in fact, be her husband

RoarkeÃ¢â‚¬Â¦ --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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I am reading everything's on my Kindle keyboard before I start using my Paperwhite. Came across

a whole bunch of books by J D Robb and I have been binging on them this week.J D Robb, as you

probably know, also writes romance as Norah Roberts. Writing as J D Robb, however, her style is

darker and grittier.This is a series of mysteries set in the not too far distant future when the earth

has colonized a lot of planets, societal norms have changed in some ways, yet law and order

remains law and order and the police are there to protect and serve.This series chronicles the cases

of Eve Dallas as she investigates murders and believes it is her vocation to stand for the dead, to

see that they get justice.In my opinion, a person is going to love these books or hate them, I happen

to love them.Well written, strongly developed characters, detailed plots. Someone is doing research

and I appreciate that. Of course, there are some love stories woven in because that is part of life,



after all, it can't be all grim.

Traveling with my daughter a few weeks ago she had one of the death series books on audio.

Having never been a fan of audio books I thought I would be bored listing to this book for a few

hours in the car. The book caught my attention from the beginning and held it through the end and

on to a second book. I started reading the series from the beginning when I got home and I am

hooked just completed book 12. Eve and Roarke are characters that just stick with you. The series

just keeps getting better. I am going to be a little more open to trying new genre's after this. I never

bothered to read any of this series because I am just not into the futuristic storyline. Ms. Robb

makes it work without a doubt. Start this series from the beginning you will be glad you did.Hi Ho Hi

Ho off to book 13,I go.

This has got to be the longest series I have ever had the privilege of reading!! Recommended over

and over again by readers & critics alike, I was delighted to find out that J.D. Robb is Nora Roberts

(I love her books!). Roarke is one of THE most AMAZING book heroes ever & compliments Eve

Dallas 100%, and the rest of the character line up is so easy to relate to. I could read to my hearts

content and indulge in a world for weeks with this one! Massive amounts of 5-star reviews with

almost every book! ABSOLUTELY a great way to indulge!!

4.5 stars!After basically years of seeing this series around and reading about this mystical Roarke, I

gave in and decided to read the In Death Books. It was quite an undertaking, since when I started

there were 33 books already released in the series, not counting short stories and novellas. Besides

that, deciding to read this series was a big commitment in two fronts. One, I simply had to by 33

books and secondly, I would not be reading anything else until I was done. That's how psychotic I

can be when it comes to book series.December 2011 was when my journey began and by February

2012 I was done and now there is NO turning back. I am IN LOVE with this series! I not only

obviously love Roarke, but I love Eve and all the secondary characters that make up this great story

as well.Yes, I have become irritated with Eve at times, but I adored being able to see her grow

throughout the series. It has been quite a ride, but one I will never regret hopping aboard.This series

is a great mix of mystery, police drama and romance. I love every aspect of it, from the near

futuristic setting, to the way J.D. Robb writes her prose. If there is one thing that bothers me, is that

considering the series has 35 books published, the span of time that has passed is very short and I

wish the lapse between books was a bit longer. But if you read the books throughout a longer period



of time, it won't really matter, but reading them so close together made me wish for that longer

lapse.Eve is such a complex character. All that she has been through has made who she is, but her

story is not less heartbreaking because of it. For that matter, so is Roarke's and the fact that these

two found each other is nothing less than serendipity. They need each other and I am sure they

would never have grown to be who they are in the series by book 35, if not for each other's

presence in their lives. Not to mention the "family" they have built with their dear friends.One of the

biggest issues brought up in this series by J.D. Robb, is the Nature Vs. Nurture debate. I love it! It

always makes me think and it is very satisfying to see these people that could have become

something very wrong, rise above nature and blood, to become amazing people.On the crime

fighting aspect of the series, I find that Robb uses two types of narrative. Sometimes she carries

more of a "Monk" style, where the perpetrator is clear if not early on, but soon. The other one is

where we get a punch in the face when we finally find out out who it is. I really enjoy that she

doesn't have only one style, since that always keeps me guessing =DI LOVE this series and if you

have yet to check it out, please do so! The first few books might not compel you completely, but

keep reading! You won't regret it!

Lieutenant Eve Dallas at her best once again in this story of betrayal, murder and death. It's difficult

for her at the best of times when she has to fight for the dead, revenge their deaths by finding and

bringing the killer to justice. But when other authority figures get in the way of her doing her job the

assignment can go terribly wrong placing innocent lives in jeopardy. This one was a difficult

assignment and very close to home as the target was none other than her husband Rourke. To

make matters worse a betrayal of a friend created some tension between Eve and Rourke.I really

enjoyed this story and of course Eve once again managed to catch the bad guys. If you like murder,

mystery and revenge, you'll enjoy this story.
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